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In the Classroom 
A colleague teaching a course on contemporary design for industrial and communication 
design juniors recently posed the seemingly innocent question to students for discussion, 
“What is Human Factors?” The responses ranged from a complete inability to answer, to 
vague notions encompassing everything about design, to specific references that met with 
widespread disagreement in the class. As the teacher of record for two human factors 
courses, it was naturally disappointing when this was reported back to me. Many of the same 
students had in fact offered speculative definitions of human factors on the first day of an 
introductory human factors course in previous years, and most had captured appropriate 
elements of human-centered design even before the benefit of course content. Why was this 
a difficult question to answer, particularly for those who had completed courses in the topic? 
Upon reflection, it seems that to offer a concise definition of human factors proves to be no 
easy matter, even when equipped with the necessary literature, resources, and professional 
training. The following discussion will illustrate this challenge, and propose a framework for 
understanding human factors. 
 
In Search of Definition 
There are many reasons why one could argue that human factors is difficult to define. For 
one thing, there are many professions that occupy roles in human factors. A 1991 survey 
indicated that the highest number of memberships in the Human Factors and Ergonomics 
Society (HFES) were held by those with psychology degrees (45.1 percent), followed by 
engineering (19.1 percent), with industrial design ranking sixth on the list at 2.4 percent 
(McCormick and Sanders, 1993). Many of these professions have competing agendas, or at 
the very least a difference in emphasis or approach. For example, designers work in the 
context of a creative process with a research component, whereas those trained in the social 
sciences are focused on a methodological approach with outcomes that are often not easily 
translated into design decisions. 
 
Textbook definitions of human factors are easily found, yet are typically broad and, 
therefore, contribute to a lack of specific or comprehensive understanding. Consider the 
following: 
 

The field of human factors— referred to as ergonomics in Europe and elsewhere—
deals with the consideration of human characteristics, expectations, and behaviors in 
the design of the things people use in their work and everyday lives and of the 
environments in which they work and live. In simple terms, human factors has been 
referred to as designing for human use. (McCormick and Sanders, 1993) 
 



While generally useful, particularly when accompanied by the detail of textbook content, the 
definition offered encompasses a vast range of human and design considerations. In fact, it 
could be argued that there is little design that is not for human use, thereby rendering the 
definition less meaningful. Similarly, the position statement offered by the Human Factors 
and Ergonomics Society (www.hfes.org) states the following: 

 
The Society’s mission is to promote the discovery and exchange of knowledge 
concerning the characteristics of human beings that are applicable to the design of 
systems and devices of all kinds.  
 
The Society furthers serious consideration of knowledge about the assignment of 
appropriate functions for humans and machines, whether people serve as operators, 
maintainers, or users in the system. And, it advocates systematic use of such 
knowledge to achieve compatibility in the design of interactive systems of people, 
machines, and environments to ensure their effectiveness, safety, and ease of 
performance. 
 

Again, the range of subject matter, applications, and potential users covered by this 
definition begs the question, “what is not human factors in design?” Until recently, the points 
of departure between those professionally dedicated to human factors and those in design 
have been more evident than points held in common. Fortunately, the two communities are 
making current attempts to bridge this gap, through a shared set of common interests. This 
shared interest has been variously defined in terms of holistic human concerns that stretch 
beyond traditional criteria of physical fit and usability, to include experience design, desire, 
pleasure, delight, and emotional or affective factors. The design and human factors 
professions are grappling with the challenge of how to understand, predict, design for and 
measure the emotional resonance that people have with products. Yet with this broadening 
of the scope of human factors comes further ambiguity in definition, owing to both the 
expanded domain of that which is argued for inclusion, and the nebulous and idiosyncratic 
nature of human emotion.  
 
Finally, there are discrepancies in the way human factors are regarded even across the design 
professions. Human factors has a more established history in industrial design than in some 
of the other design professions. For example, there is a well-founded criticism of the paucity 
of human research in the communication design, or graphics profession (Strickler, 1999). 
Yet, there is no doubt that all the design professions, including communication design, 
incorporate some level of human criteria in the creative decision making that takes place in 
the process of design. 
 
Clearly, there are challenges to defining human factors. The students who wrestled with the 
answer may be forgiven. In addition to the problematic question, “What is human factors?”, 
there are discrepancies in intended meaning when people claim to be practicing human 
factors in research and design. At the same time, there is value in attempting to clarify the 
discussion, by identifying the various uses of human factors terminology, in research, 
education and practice. 



 
A Framework of Human Factors 
The discussion in the classroom and subsequent reflection has inspired a framework of 
human factors. This framework should serve in part to define elements of human factors, 
but equally important, it will identify the areas that are often subject to ambiguous 
interpretation. The following overview refers to the components of the framework 
presented in figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. A framework for understanding human factors. 
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Human Factors may be understood as an overall approach to design, using various research 
methods, or standards and data established from research, to understand human issues, for 
informing and evaluating the design of products, interfaces, and environments. The 
framework suggests points of debate in defining human factors as a result of some 
components that are discipline-specific, and others that may encompass examples too broad 
to be meaningful. 
 
 
Design Philosophy 
Human factors can be fundamentally defined by an overall approach to designing. In other 
common terms, this would be identified as human centered design, or perhaps a user- 
centered approach. The defining characteristic is that concern for human beings is a 
fundamental driver of design criteria, placed ahead of such issues as manufacturing, cost, or 
the pure expression of a designer’s own interests. Products that were generally agreed upon 
as examples of human-centered design in classroom discussions included OXO Good-
Grips?  tools and the Aeron chair. It was believed that these products were generated from a 
perspective of genuine concern for human needs and developed through a process involving 
user criteria and research. 
 



When students were prompted with design examples such as Phillipe Starck’s Juicy Salif, 
there were mixed reactions as to whether the artifact in question constituted human-centered 
design, with some discussion that it presented a contrasting example of self-centered design! 
The clarity in identifying human factors as a philosophy comes not so much from the 
response to a product ultimately generated by consumers, but from the approach, or driver 
of the design in the first place. In the case of the Juicy Salif, it was recognized that while it 
held consumer appeal, it was not likely to have been evolved through a typical human factors 
process. 
 
Research Methods 
In order to meet the needs of users, several methods exist that constitute human factors 
research in the design process. In differentiating it from other matters of design research, 
these methods are human- or user-centered in nature, and require direct interaction with 
people and products. The methods themselves may range from simple interviews or 
questionnaires, to ethnographic-based methods of artifact analysis and human observation, 
to innovative means that actively engage users in creative design activities. The typically 
accepted terminology of “user testing” should also be subject to challenge, as it risks 
indicating a test of the user. The terms user research and product testing more accurately describe 
the process of initially understanding users and their needs, and the testing of prototypes or 
products, respectively. 
 
Fundamentally, there is much to be gained in the active consultation with users in both the 
generation and evaluation of design. Generative or discovery research with users can help to 
identify unique design opportunities, and to support ideas for product forms and features. 
Evaluation research serves to confirm the translation of user needs and desires into 
responsive concepts, forms and features, and offers insight for creative product iterations. 
 
In this realm, there are differentiating lines across some of the design professions, which 
may contribute to confusion in the use of human factors terminology. For example, 
industrial design has an established history of consulting users in the design process, 
although until recently this has been limited to late-stage product evaluation testing. The 
communication design professions are not as familiar with the direct engagement of users 
for the generation and evaluation of design ideas. However, this is not to say that graphic 
designers do not commonly utilize responsible human factors criteria in their design process, 
in the form of existing standards and data. 
 
Standards and Data 
There is often no need to reinvent the wheel, as it were, with respect to human factors 
research. Past research has established a wealth of standards and data sets that may be 
utilized to inform or test design decisions. Anthropometric data sets are standard tools used 
in the generation of products, from hand tools to high chairs. In the communication design 
professions, literature indicates standards to be adhered to for font choice, point size, color, 
and so forth, to ensure adequate readability and legibility in such contexts as signage and 
wayfinding and information documents. Furthermore, in many of the design professions, 



legislation such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), ensures compliance with 
standards to address the critical needs of a more universal group of users. 
 
While there is a responsibility to utilize standards and existing research where it exists, this 
approach can be clearly differentiated from a process that engages users directly in the 
generation and evaluation of design concepts, as previously discussed. Although human 
criteria established by previous research may be used in design, many would argue that a 
process relying solely on literature would not constitute human factors design in the same 
sense as a process that consults with users directly. This again may lead to confusion when 
articulating the use of human factors in design. 
 
Human Issues 
The user-centered design approach, therefore, argues for human issues to be addressed 
through direct interactions with users in the design research process or, if necessary, through 
appropriate use of standards and data. Ultimately, the issues addressed should represent a 
holistic set of human concerns, but there may be a relative emphasis on different aspects, 
depending on the project at hand. In my teaching and research, human-centered design is 
presented in three sections. The physical human realm addresses common ergonomic issues 
of physical fit, comfort and safety. The information processing human realm addresses issues 
of sensation, perception, and cognition (often the domain of usability studies). The 
experiencing human realm addresses emotional, social, and cultural issues. These three areas 
are intended to be increasingly holistic in the treatment of human beings, and they are not 
mutually exclusive. 
 
Other systems also exist for the categorization of human issues in design. Patrick Jordan 
(2000) utilizes the “four pleasures”, based on work by the anthropologist Lionel Tiger, as a 
structure for understanding human-product interactions. This system examines human 
characteristics from the perspective of physio, psycho, socio, and ideo pleasures, 
representing physical, psychological, sociological, and ideological aspects of interaction, 
respectively. There is a similar attempt to address human needs holistically, in the context of 
design. 
 
The confusion here in terms of human factors may be one of overinclusion. Almost any 
interaction between people and products may have physical, cognitive, and emotional 
components. Human beings can forge an emotional attachment to mundane objects, enjoy 
or be offended by a wide range of physical materials, or be intrigued and challenged by the 
informational aspects of simple or complex interfaces, images, and icons. 
 
Design 
Finally, the physical outcomes of design activity can be described in human factors terms. 
We often refer to a chair as ergonomic, an interface or system as user-friendly, to many 
objects as fun or delightful, and graphics, icons, or products as more-or-less culturally 
appropriate for their context of use. The language of human factors is important in the 
discussion of objects and images, as it serves to speak of product qualities and how well they 
correspond to human needs and desires. Unfortunately, terminology in this area has been 



subject to abuse. We are inundated with products labeled “ergonomic” for example, without 
any clear indication of properties grounded in human criteria. 
 
Clearly this component of the framework identifies some confusion in the definition of 
human factors, as there are issues of human concern in almost any object. A wedding ring 
can be discussed for its physical fit, informational qualities, and certainly emotional aspects, 
although it is an object not typically identified as product design. A simple stone, when used 
as a tool, can be said to have ergonomic properties. Even within traditional product design, 
objects not necessarily approached from a perspective of human-centered design in 
generation or methodology, will have defining features that can be described as ergonomic, 
user-friendly, or delightful. Product designs such as the Juicy Salif again serve as an example, 
even if through a criticism of its questionable ergonomic properties and lack of user-friendly 
aspects, coupled with its emotional appeal. 
 
Back in the Classroom 
Since this framework was inspired by a classroom discussion, it made sense to return it to 
the students for further input. The framework is very much seen as a work in progress, and 
in fact has been evolved so far through several classroom presentations and discussions, 
including a session with students in an advanced human factors project course, and another 
session with students in the Contemporary Design course that prompted the initial debate. 
Product and graphic images were used to prompt responses to the framework and its 
components. In addition to those examples already mentioned, several general conclusions 
were reached. 
 
It was agreed that human factors as a term suffers from ambiguous use, and can be 
understood in multiple ways, depending on context and professional discipline. The 
framework was seen by the students as generally useful for indicating specific elements of 
human factors, and to identify key areas of miscommunication. It was also recognized that 
the various components of the framework were not mutually exclusive, yet were also not 
necessarily reliant on each other, nor did the framework need to follow a linear sequence as 
presented. For example, particular design applications might embody an overall philosophy 
of human-centered design, might vary between uses of existing data and direct human 
research at different times, and might address only select issues. This was seen as 
contributing to the challenge of concisely defining human factors, yet broadened the range 
of possible design applications, and argued for clarity in the specific use of human factors 
terminology. 
 
The ideal human factors process would be a reference to a particular design philosophy that 
engages people directly in research for the generation and testing of creative ideas. This 
research could be supplemented with standards and data, or contribute to those bodies of 
literature. Human beings would be addressed holistically, through consideration of physical, 
cognitive, and emotional aspects of design, without the emphasis on any one factor coming 
at the expense of others. The resulting products could then be described by a corresponding 
range of human factors terms. 
 



And Beyond…  
The framework proposed in this paper is an attempt to offer some clarity to the language 
and components that are the ingredients of human factors in approach, methodology, data, 
human issues, and design. It identifies some fundamental aspects of human factors, allowing 
those using the terminology to specify if they are referring to a philosophy of design, the 
methods by which design decisions were guided, the standards which may have been 
adhered to, the issues that are addressed, or a commentary on design outcomes. While this 
corresponds to the current state of human factors, the framework will no doubt meet with 
disagreement and debate, a challenge welcomed in further development, in parallel with the 
evolution of design research. 
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